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内容概要

After two delicious excursions into the raunchy glitter of the Hollywood star machine (Hollywood Wives and
Hollywood Husbands), Collins nose-dives precipitously - with a sloppy, near-perfunctory tale of three pop-music
heroes and the devious mogul who controls their lives. Kinky record-magnate Marcus Citroen and his sleek wife,
Nova (a former prostitute who puts up with his taste for violent sex), live on a fantastic Malibu estate that contains
three separate mansions and has enough room for - well, for a fund-raising party for Governor Jack Highland.
Virtually ordered to perform are three of Marcus' top stars: libidinous English singer Kris Phoenix, who rises from
hauling his ashes to oblige; top black performer Bobby Mandella; and young pop sensation Rafealla, who has made
a Faustian deal with Citroen. In a series of long, obvious flashbacks that clumsily cut away from dramatic moments
and derail all suspense, the reader learns: that Bobby Mandella's affair with Nova resulted in his being hurled from a
14-story apartment building by Marcus' hired thugs (he survived, but is now blind); that in return for a successful
career, Rafealla has promised to slide her innocent body into Marcus' bed; and that Kris Phoenix really likes
blondes (but will make an exception, later on, for Rafealla, who in any event is already the father of Phoenix's
illegitimate child from a long-ago-forgotten ten minutes in the back of a limo). Add to this a band of jewel thieves
who plunder the fund-raiser and hold all of the above-mentioned in a "hostage situation" - and you've got a plot
ridiculous even for the genre. Collins' usually sure-handed command of pacing has apparently deserted her, as has
her jaundiced eye for the fake-outs and foibles of the rich and famous. Overall: a choppy, literal-minded outing
that will disappoint old fans, and fail to attract new ones. 作者简介：    lackie Collins brings the wild and sexy
world of super-stardom alive. Her phenomenally successful novels have made her as famous as the movers and
shakers, power brokers and superstars she writes about with an insider's knowledge. With 200 million copies of her
books sold in more than forty countries, Jackie Collins is one of the world's top-selling writers. In a series of
sensational bestsellers, she has blown the lid offHollywood life and loves. 'It's all true,' she says. 'I write about real
people in disguise. If anything, my characters are toned down - the real thing is much more bizarre.'    There have
been many imitators, but only Jackie Collins can tell you what really goes on in the fastest lane of all. From Beverly
Hills bedrooms to a raunchy prowl along the streets of Hollywood. From glittering rock parties and concerts to
stretch limos and the mansions of the power-brokers - Jackie Collins chronicles the real truth.
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